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The evolution of this volume has paralleled the intellectual developments

that it seeks to capture and analyze. At the book’s conception in 1996,

Chinese intellectual life in the first half of the 1990s remained nebulous,

its central contentions obscure. Scholars both inside and outside China

still tended to view China in the shadow of Tiananmen and the cultural-

intellectual excitement of the 1980s, which that tragic event brought to an

end. The renewed and intensified economic reform known as marketiza-

tion (shichang hua) after 1992, and the end of the Cold War a year earlier,

have redefined the historical condition for intellectual discussions and a

new everyday form of life in China.Whereas the new socioeconomic reality

gave rise to an explosion of mass cultural production, Chinese intellectu-

als, at least for a moment, seemed at a loss. Initial discussions among intel-

lectuals primarily concerned positions, attitudes, and strategies by which

to fend off or absorb excessive stimuli from the processes of social ratio-

nalization, commodification, and globalization.

Yet this origin in historical rupture and social-cultural shock proved

to be productive. It also called attention to an increasingly differentiated

and fragmented sphere of intellectual development, with its allegorical co-

herence rooted in the national situation. Over the past half-dozen years or

so, the Chinese intellectual field has defined its various, often conflicting

positions and orientations in more articulate and assertive terms.

This last development is described and analyzed in the book’s new

introductory chapter, and the newly added chapters of the volume—previ-

ously published in journal form—create a context within which the origi-

nal essays from the Social Text special issue can be read. The processes
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registered here are not only those of ideological and symbolic association,

but also those of political articulation and historical reflection. Accompa-

nied by an internal drive toward self-autonomy or a properly intellectual-

scholarly discourse, current Chinese intellectual discussions and debates

have established a range of theoretical strongholds and discursive frame-

works by which to intervene extensively and aggressively in the fast-

changing realities of the Chinese economy, social organization, politics,

and cultural production. In other words, intellectual development in China

in the 1990s was actualized in its involvement and entanglement with

every significant event in the national and international economy, politics,

and culture of that decade. The intellectual formulations of this develop-

ment are literally produced in its encounter with concrete sociopolitical

issues such as privatization, state power, political reform, social democ-

ratization, international finance capital, Taiwan, Kosovo, the World Trade

Organization (wto), and postmodernity.

In a holistic (and simplistic) way, one can see the contradictions of

contemporary Chinese intellectual life as predicated on the difficulty for

the Chinese nation (as experienced, imagined, and conceptualized by its

intellectuals) to reassert itself in an enveloping new world order—now

present in every domain and at every level of human activity—as the coun-

try rapidly merges with the economic system of global capitalism. Con-

sequently, the general ideological and political battle line among Chinese

intellectuals is drawn between those who seek smooth integration with a

homogeneous ‘‘world civilization’’ (as it is defined by the neoliberal dis-

course of free-market capitalism and Western triumphalism, i.e., the rhe-

toric of ‘‘the end of History’’) and those who envision and strive for a plural-

istic world in which differences in tradition, culture, and social-political

ideals can be viewed as assets rather than burdens for the creation of better

lives.This profound difference cuts across various ideological persuasions,

political convictions, theoretical frameworks, and cultural identities; yet its

expressivity often takes the form of particular combinations or configura-

tions of those elements.Thus, the situation today can be described not only

by how intellectual politics is defined in domestic terms, but by how Chi-

nese intellectual life relates itself to and participates in international cul-

tural politics. The expectation that globalization dictates that intellectuals

of different national or regional backgrounds participate in, or even submit

to, intellectual and academic politics in the West or the United States with-

out the mediation of that background is naive and unwarranted. However,

that qualification does not mean that the intellectual and political struggle

in each and every national/regional context does not yearn for an interna-

tional audience and contribute to an international critical consciousness.
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As noted, the volume came into being as a special issue of Social Text
(no. 55, Summer 1998). I would like to thank Bruce Robbins, then co-

editor of Social Text, for skillfully enticing me to propose a special issue

on China. I also thank the members of the journal’s editorial collective for

their support. I want to acknowledge my professional, and by now per-

sonal, debt, to my editor at Duke University Press, Reynolds Smith, and

his assistant, Sharon Torian, for working with and indulging me since I

was still a graduate student at Duke. The volume in its present shape, with

seven new chapters added to the original journal edition, owes its exis-

tence to its contributors. I want to thank all of them for their enthusiasm

and patience and for the critical insight they bring to this volume. Fredric

Jameson, Perry Anderson, and Arif Dirlik read early versions of the manu-

script and offered their incisive comments and encouragement, for which

I am grateful. Thanks are also due to Mr. Qian Zhijian, who assisted me

in selecting the art works included in this book.
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